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Overseas Visits

Conference of the UINL International Civil Law –
Common Law Task Force (“ITF”)
The Third ITF conference
took place at the headquarters
of the Hungarian Notariat in
Budapest on 25th October.
The Conference was attended
by over 70 delegates from more
than 20 different countries.
There were eight presentations
in all, provided by four speakers
from the civil law (representing
the Netherlands, Belgium,
Hungary and Germany) and
four from the common law
(representing England, Scotland
and Australia). The Common
Law speakers are shown in the
photograph accompanying this
article. We were very fortunate to
attract four very good speakers
from the Common Law who,
along with the speakers from
the civil law, made excellent
presentations.
The subject of Matrimonial
Property
Regimes
was
particularly appropriate because
of the new EU regulation on this
topic (2016/1103/1104) which
will come into force in January
2019. There are of course
substantial differences between
the civil law and the common
law in the way that property
is divided both on divorce and
on death. It was interesting
for the audience to hear clear
explanations
concerning
the division of matrimonial
property in different countries
and the extent to which the
new regulation is likely to
change things for people living
within the EU or who have
property interests within and
outside the EU. The speakers
also helpfully commented on
the position regarding civil
partnerships, co-habitation and
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nuptial agreements. With some
countries having well established
property regimes and others
none at all, such differences can
provide major challenges when
dealing with cross border cases.
The morning session was
chaired by Marc Geleijns who
is Chairman of the Task Force
and who introduced the four

legal systems that affect the daily
work of legal professionals such
as Notaries. These conferences
also help to retain and renew
relationships with some of our
civil law colleagues. At a time
when the UK is distancing itself
from EU member states, and
which is likely to result in our
laws becoming more divergent

Records of the Society’s
attendance at meetings of the
Common Law – Civil Law Task
Force and the Australian and
New Zealand College of Notaries
meetings appear in this edition
and more details are on the
Society’s website.
Your Council is keen to maintain
the profile of English and
Welsh Notaries abroad and, by
contributing to the programmes
of such meetings, to show
the high standards which our
profession maintains.
The current uncertainty over
Brexit means we need to maintain
and build on direct relations with
other Notariats, so that lines of
communication are available in
the event that problems arise.
Members who have particular
connections with Notaries and/
or their organisations abroad
are encouraged to share these.
I, for instance, am friendly with
the Notaio who assisted our
purchase in Italy and who is
now vice-president of the Italian
Notaries Society. I will be happy
to publish appropriate links in
“Notary” or members may like to
use NotaryTalk.
We need to maintain close links
with our colleagues (no matter
which way we voted!!).

Barry Holland
L to R: Iain Rogers (Notary), Michael Bula (Solicitor & Notary Melbourne,
Australia), Dianne Millen (Solicitor, Edinburgh), Richard Hogwood (Solicitor,
London) & Michael Lightowler (Vice-Chairman ITF)

speakers from the civil law. As
Vice-Chairman, I chaired the
afternoon session.
Since members of the UK &
Ireland Notarial Forum ceased
to be observers at European
meetings of the UINL (other
than the Scriveners who
continue to be full members of
the UINL) these conferences
now represent a rare opportunity
for representatives from the
civil law and the common law
to come together in a formal
setting to compare and contrast

from those of the EU, it is
particularly helpful to have a
forum through which we are
able to study and learn about the
laws of other countries which
are so relevant to the work we
undertake as Notaries.
Plans are already underway for
the 4th ITF conference to be
held in 2020 and I hope to report
more details on the likely theme
and venue in a future edition of
The Notary.
Michael Lightowler

Know Your Client

The Home Office have issued
guidance on Biometric documents
now issued for residence cards
and permits and members are able
to access these on the Society’s
website following this link - https://
www.thenotariessociety.org.uk/
members-area/articles/homeoffice-guidance-notes-know-yourcustomer-september-2018 We try
to keep members informed of the
various anti money laundering
documents produced by H.M.G
but space dictates we only mention
ones we think of particular use to
our profession. This magazine
could be completely full otherwise!

Editor
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EU Public Documents Regulation (EU) 2016/1191
Whilst there has been
considerable publicity regarding the EU Regulations
2016/1103 and 2016/1104
on the property consequences
of marriage and registered
partnerships, there has been
very little written about the
Public Documents Regulation
of 6 July 2016 that comes
into full effect on 16 February
2019 and is officially entitled,
Regulation (EU) 2016/1191 of
the European Parliament and
of the Council of 6 July 2016 on
promoting the free movement
of citizens by simplifying the
requirements for presenting
certain public documents
in the European Union and
amending Regulation (EU) No
1024/2012 (‘PDR’) The text of

the PDR is available at https://eurlex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/
TXT/?uri=CELEX:32016R1191

The history of the PDR is quite
a long one. Older readers
may remember the proposals
for a European Authentic
Act and the controversial
2008 Medina Ortega Report.
At that time the Notaries
Society together with the
Law Societies of England &
Wales and of Scotland made
representations to the Legal
Affairs Committee of the
European Parliament. The
eventual outcome was that
the scope of the proposed
regulation was considerably
reduced however the aim of
the PDR is to reduce red tape
and costs for citizens when
they present certain types of
document to the authorities
of a European Union Member
State.
As finalised, it applies to
certificates of birth, death,
marriage, civil or registered
partnership, divorce and
dissolution, adoption, residence
/domicile, nationality and
criminal record checks from
Member States. It does not
apply to such documents
from third countries.
Company and partnership
certificates are not included.
Member states will not be
required to issue documents
listed that do not form part

of their national law. For
example, those EU Member
States that do not have civil
or registered partnerships,
are not required to produce
certificates in relation to
them.
For relevant documents,
legalisation or Apostilles
can no longer be required.
A translation can also not
be required, provided that a
multilingual standard form
(‘MSF’), as set out in the
annexes to the PDR, is also
provided. The draft PDR
was the subject of political
football in 2013, on the
subject of set forms, but the
PDR requires Member States
to issue such a multilingual
form on request.
Under the PDR, whilst the
multilingual forms will not
have any individual legal
effect when attached to a civil
status document they will act
as a translation aid and must
generally be accepted by
the EU Member State public
authority without any further
translation required. The EU
legislation states that MSF
translations will be available
in all the official languages of
the institutions of the EU.
In England & Wales, birth,
marriage/civil
partnership
and death certificates will
remain the responsibility of
the General Register Office
(GRO) which sits under
the auspices of the Home
Office with separate GRO’s
for Scotland and Northern
Ireland under those devolved
governments.
Under the Regulation, when a
citizen applies for a document,
through the relevant civil
authority (for which a MSF is
available), the option to request
a MSF to be attached will also
be available. Therefore, when
asked about translations
for use in the EU, Notaries
should point the applicant
towards the relevant issuing
authority for the production of
a MSF. Updates will be made
to individual website and
information will be available to

the public on the websites of
the relevant issuing authorities
prior to 16th February. Central
guidance will also be provided
on gov.uk.
Under article 14 of the
PDR if a Member State has
reasonable doubt about the
authenticity of a civil status
document it can submit
a request for information
through the EU’s Internal
Market Information System
to the relevant authority in
another Member State.
The other controversial topic
is that of notarial acts. Whilst
under Art.3(1)(c), these can
be public documents, under
Art.2(1) it is only public
documents that are issued
by an authority that are
within the scope of the PDR.
An authority is defined in
Art.3(2) as ‘a public authority
of a Member State, or an
entity acting in an official
capacity and authorised
under national law to issue
or receive a public document
covered by this Regulation
or a certified copy thereof’.
This is therefore likely to
exclude the acts of notaries
in England & Wales.
The PDR was somewhat
controversially enacted by
the EU under the guise of
Art.21(2) of the EU Treaty
and the rights of freedom
of movement rather than
on judicial co-operation.
As a result, unlike the EU
Succession Regulation, it
was not subject to Protocols
21 and 22 and applies in all
EU Member States including
Denmark, Ireland and the UK
without any right for those
Member States to decide not
to opt in.
At the time of writing the
relationship between the UK
and the EU after 29 March
2019 is still uncertain.
Under the draft Withdrawal
Agreement1 the UK will be
treated as a Member State
until 31 December 2020.
In the event of an EU Exit
Implementation Period (IP)

(1 April 2019 – 31 December
2020), the UK will continue
to be bound by EU law and
remain under the jurisdiction
of the Court of Justice of the
European Union. Therefore,
the
Regulation
would
continue to apply until the
end of 2020 or longer if the
IP is extended.
From 16 February 2019,
Apostilles cannot be required
by EU Member States on
these various certificates.
If there is no EU Deal, then
they will require them again
from 29 March 2019, whilst
if a Withdrawal Agreement is
concluded, then they cannot
require them until at least 1
January 2021.
Practitioners will need to
be able to advise clients
that even if Apostilles are
requested, if certificates are
lodged after 15 February
2019 in the EU with a MSF,
then Apostilles are not
required.
The Regulation states that
all fees for obtaining a MSF
will be set either at the
production cost or at the cost
of the document to which it
is attached, whichever option
has the lower cost. The UK
Government is considering
the exact fees for obtaining a
MSF and will provide further
information on the availability
of MSF’s and fees shortly.
The fees may vary slightly
between different issuing
authorities due to varying
production costs of the
certificates to which the MSF
is attached.
When and if Apostilles will be
needed again in the future,
will depend on the progress
of the Brexit negotiations.

Richard Frimston
Editor’s note: We are very
grateful to Richard for this
piece and we may have to
ask him to bring us up to date
again next Spring.

1 https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/691366/20180319_DRAFT_WITHDRAWAL_
AGREEMENT.pdf

It is interesting that Notaries in various parts of England and Wales have recently taken part in
ceremonies to mark the Opening of the Legal Year and in Justice Services. The presence of Notaries
on such occasions undoubtedly raises the profile of our profession.
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Neurone Disease. Originally from
Somerset, he studied Philosophy
and Psychology at Durham
University graduating in 1980 and
going on to qualify as a solicitor
in 1983. He spent his whole career
in the Aylesbury firm of Parrott &
Coales LLP as a litigation partner
until 2016 when he was forced
to retire through ill health. James
was always actively involved
in the profession having been a
Director of LawNet - a 70 strong
network of top law firms. He was
also President of the Berks, Bucks
James Richard Couzens
& Oxon Inc Law Society (BB&O)
1959-2018
1997-1998. He studied the
James Couzens sadly passed away Cambridge University Diploma
in November 2018 having suffered in Notarial Practice qualifying as
for the
past few
years from
Motor a Notary Public in 2010.
James
Richard
Couzens
1959-2018

He did so enjoy his work as
a Notary, and rapidly built a
practice in Aylesbury as soon
as he qualified. He managed to
attend the conference in Cardiff in
September 2016 but around that
time he had to give up his practice
due to his incapacity. I have fond
memories of James having known
him at LawNet, the BB&O and
then having had the pleasure of
supervising him post qualification
as a Notary. His judgment and
professionalism was always
impeccable and his cheerful
disposition was a motivation and
inspiration to all. He leaves a
widow Catherine and a daughter
and two sons.

Subscriptions

2019
At the Society’s Council
meeting on 31st October the
subscription for 2019 was
fixed at £185.00 (practising
members) or £50.00 for
retired members. The amount
has not risen for four years –
compliments to the Treasurer
and Administrator!!

Martin Silverman

I

English Notaries visiting Serbia and the creation
of a Notarial Profession in Serbia

n May a visit to Belgrade
in
Serbia
was
jointly
organised by the Ampthill
and District Rotary Club,
the
Southside
(London)
Chamber of Commerce and
the British-Serbian Chamber of
Commerce.
By chance 2 Notaries, who are
both members of the Notaries
Society were on the trip,
namely Anthony Northey and
Basil Preuveneers plus Basil’s
wife Lisa.

Opposite is another Photograph
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Dervisevic Kitaric
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close to the River Danube
before departing for the airport.
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with Basil’s wife Lisa in the front have taken away a significant of the obliged person that for were postponed, significantly
Each notary who’d been good and done things a’right.
fulfilment of the owed due affecting the Serbian judiciary
row second from the left in a part of their business.
Their letters to Santa, they all had been written
obligation, enforcement may be in the long-term.
white blouse and black suit.
(And no-one had asked for a dog or a kitten).
conducted on the basis of the
For freedom
from Freeman quite often they ask,
mortgage agreement or pledge The strike also put various
Martin
Silverman
But even for me that’s too great a task.
statement
itself,
whether pressures on the profession
through court or outside court and attracted negative media
freely this freeman traverses the land,
235So
words
On 8 September, West Country Notaries visited Plymouth Royal
proceedings.
Distributing presents with a slight of his hand;
coverage, while simultaneously
GDPRfun
canand
be fun!
Western Yacht Club – having
learning about GDPR at the
affecting individual lawyers
To Laura and Avril he gives a huge wave,
same time! The ten notaries
training
day atvisited
thisPlymouth
prestigious
Onenjoyed
8 September,aWest
Country Notaries
Royal Western Yacht Club –
The persistence of the legal financially due to the suspension
And tells them he’ll make all ‘Talkers’ behave.
having
fun
and
learning
about
GDPR
at
the
same
time!
yacht club, a lovely location with nice seaside views and superb
profession in Serbia resulted in of work. Despite these problems
And grant freedom from those who write silly verse
hospitality. With more and
more regulation coming in all the time
over twenty legal aspects being which lasted several months,
The ten notaries enjoyed a training day at this prestigious yacht club, a lovely location with
And tell risqué jokes, and other things worse.
about client confidentiality
often being
niceand
seasidefraudulent
views and superbdocuments
hospitality.
excluded from the exclusive great unity and solidarity was
The writer of Limericks – henceforth he is banned,
presented to notaries, these West Country guys are doing their best to
competence of the Notary present within the Lawyers’
With more and more regulation coming in all the time about client confidentiality and
“Isn’t that good?” “Ee, ba gum, it is grand”
“keep up-to-speed”! In anfraudulent
interesting
inter-active
day, most
reported
Public and re-establishing the profession reflected by the
documents
often being presented
to notaries,
these West Country guys are
Although by this Act I’m really quite puzzled,
horrible stories of bogus documents,
customers
and difficult
doing their best totricky
“keep up-to-speed”!
In an interesting
inter-active day, most reported
public’s right to choose whether collective determination to have
horrible stories
of bogus documents,
tricky
customers and
compliance issues. “Be Aways
Vigilant”
was their
message
todifficult
our compliance issues. “Be
I’ll respect the sad fact that by Santa I’m muzzled.
they would like to draft certain the demands of their profession
Aways Vigilant” was their message to our colleagues.
colleagues.
But one thing more, ere I turn out the light legal documents themselves or met.
Our picture
shows
happy
group at thewaterfront.
Plymouth waterfront.
Our picture shows the happy
group
at the
the
Plymouth
have these documents drafted
HAPPY CHRISTMAS TO ALL, AND TO ALL A GOOD-NIGHT!
Basil Preuveneers
by a lawyer or a Notary Public.
Anthony Northey

ForCouzens
those whosadly
missed
the world
premier
of James 2018
Jacoby’s
festive
James
passed
away
in November
having
suffered for the past few years from
work on NotaryTalk, I am privileged to publish it with Seasonal
Motor
Neurone
Disease
Greetings to all!!
Barry Holland, Editor

I

English Notaries visiting Serbia and the creation of a Notarial
Profession in Serbia

GDPR
can be
FUN!

Basil Preuveneers
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SUPERVISION

L to R: Marcus La Vincente (Deputy Chairman of Board of Governors), Michael Lightowler, Joseph Lukaitis (President
and Chairman of Board of Governors) & Andrew Johnson (President, The Notaries Society)

Members will have received
from the Faculty Office the
draft Post-Admission Rules for
consultation, but by the time
this edition is circulated the
date for comment will have
passed.
The Faculty Office
would like, in anticipation of
the adoption of the new Rules,
to start a list of those notaries
who are already supervisors
or are qualified and wish to
undertake the role in the future.
Would members in either of
these positions please contact
Stephen
Borton
(stephen.
b o r t o n @ 1 t h e s a n c t u a r y.
com) or Neil Turpin (neil.
turpin@1Thesanctuar y.com)
to give them details; it is
particularly important to start
the list as soon as possible so
that prospective supervisees
can get their training in place.
Members will not be able to
supervise unless they are
on the list and we do need
to facilitate qualification as
smoothly as possible; the
process is not difficult; with
his prior knowledge the Editor
managed it with one e-mail!!

Barry Holland

Conference of the Australian and New Zealand
College of Notaries
The biennial conference of the College took place in Singapore on 17-19 October. This is the
fourth such conference at which the Society has been represented and, on this occasion, I
was supported by our President Andrew and Council Member Anthony Northey.
In addition to many members electronic applications for and run in as superb venue
of the College, also attending the Notary. The theme was and provided the opportunity
were speakers and delegates an attempt to consider to renew friendships and
from the UK, Canada, how the application of discuss with fellow Notaries
Singapore, Hong
Kong, digital technology might from the Common Law
USA, Germany and Ireland. affect the way Notaries will matters of mutual interest
The Hague Conference was work in the future. My own affecting Notarial practice.
represented by the Director presentation was entitled Although the conference is
of its Asia Pacific Regional “Creating Trust in Electronic a highlight every two years,
Office. William Fritzlen, a Authentication”.
Whilst the Society and the College
supervisory attorney in the many of us have an idea remain in regular contact in
office of legal affairs for about how this could work, between.
overseas Citizens’ Services gaining practical experience If anyone would like a copy
at the U.S. Department can be a challenge bearing of the programme or would
of
State’s
Bureau
of in mind how many different like to know more about the
Consular Affairs, was also in countries to which our Conference, please let me
attendance. He has worked documents are exported know. The next conference
closely with the Hague and how many of them still is already being planned for
Conference
in
drafting demand wet signatures 2020 and will be held in The
(among other things) the on paper! We also do not Hague. This will hopefully
Apostille Handbook.
yet have the electronic provide the opportunity for
The theme of the Conference apostille, which is a vital more delegates to attend
was “The Electronic Future is missing piece in the digital from
Europe,
including
Now!” As usual the College jigsaw. The Conference also members of our own Society.
had arranged a broad panel included panel discussions
of speakers who gave when delegates could ask
presentations on a wide anything they wanted on the
Michael Lightowler, (Hon)
range of topics including subject of notarial practice!
(but not exclusively) the The event was well attended Fellow ANZCN.
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Reply to James Jacoby
‘DBS Woes’
I read of your woes
And shared your pain
For my experience
Was much the same.
I got through Experian
But then gov.uk
Politely suggested
I call it a day.
I raged and I ranted
By email to Neil (I am really
sorry about that, Neil)
I logged on again
But again, no deal
So I took all my documents
For my DBS check
And went off in person
To the Post Office desk.
A chat in the queue
And with a wave of his hand
My DBS check was issued
By a very nice man.”
Janet Goode

©The Notaries Society 2018

Following a hugely successful and well-received programme of CPE courses and
Annual Conference in Canterbury this year we are excited to announce that The
Notaries Society Annual Conference in 2019 will be held at The Royal Institution
in Albemarle Street, London on 19th September 2019.

Conference 2019 – Save the date

Conference 2019 – Save the date

Council Members:
Leavers and
Joiners 2018
Andrew Gregg and Hans
Hartwig both served as Council
members for many years
(Andrew for 25 years and Hans
for 33 years) and the Society
wishes them both a long and
happy retirement.

We thank them for all the work
they have put in over the years
and have presented them each
The venue is full
of history and science
and courses
its auditorium
willAnnual
be familiar to with
all
Following a hugely successful and well-received
programme
of CPE
and
a case of aptly named
Following a hugely successful and well-received programme offrom
courses
and televised Christmas Lectures. Further details on the
RI’s annual
“Clos du Notaire”. We welcome
Conference in Canterbury this year we CPE
arethe
excited
to announce that The Notaries Society
Annual Conference in Canterbury this year we are excited to announce
that
The
including
its celebrity guest speaker, and the President’s Dinner Robert
Bond (Exeter and
Annual Conference in 2019 will be heldConference,
at
TheInstitution
Royal
Institution
in Albemarle Street, London
Notaries Society Annual Conference in 2019 will be held at The
Royal
which
will be held at the nearby East India Club will be released in the Spring
London)
and
Simon Nightingale
on
19th
September
2019.
th
in Albemarle Street, London on 19 September 2019.
when booking opens.
(Bournemouth) as new Council
The venue is full of history and science and its auditorium will be familiar to all from the RI’s
members and wish them
108 words
annual televised Christmas Lectures. Further
details on the Conference, including its celebrity
similar long and happy years on
guest speaker, and the President’s Dinner which will be held at the nearby East India Club will
Council.
be released in the Spring when booking opens.

Christmas is coming..... ‘panic not, buy some books’
For fiction lovers well out in paperback. From
modest
background
known authors Sebastian a
Faulks with “Paris Echo” Chris Patten has had
and Jonathan Coe’s “Middle an extraordinary career
The venue is full of history and science and its auditorium will be familiar to all
notwithstanding the loss
England”
(health
warning
from the
RI’s annual televised
Christmas
Lectures. Further details on the
of the
hisPresident’s
seat inDinner
Bath in 1992
this including
is a Brexit
book)
Conference,
its celebrity
guest have
speaker, and
when
as in thechairman
of
which will
be held at the
nearby
India
Club will
be released
Spring
hardbacks
out
in East
time.
The
when booking
opens.
former
tells the story of an the Conservative party
American Academic and a he helped John Major to
108 words
French speaking African victory. Refusing to be
immigrant in Paris. Two parachuted into Kensington
very different pictures of and Chelsea he accepted
Paris emerge. “Middle the post of Governor of
England” is funny and has Hong Kong where he was
political correctness as a famously known by the
theme. It re connects with Chinese as “Fat Pang”.
characters from earlier Currently he is Chancellor
novels “The Rotter’s Club” of Oxford University. A
fascinating read.
and “The Closed Circle”.
Anna
Burns’s
novel
“Milkman” was the winner
of this year’s Man Booker
Prize. It is an extraordinary
novel set in an unnamed
city which draws on her
experiences of Northern
Ireland during the troubles.
This book full of humour
examines
questions
of
identity, love, the meaning
of life but most of all looks
at “society”.
If you like memoirs try
“First confession: A sort of
memoir.” by Chris Patten
©The Notaries Society 2018

“This is Going to Hurt” by
Adam Kay is an incredibly
scary and amusing account
of the life of a junior hospital
doctor. Makes you laugh
and cry in turns. Shocking
but then we are probably
not surprised.
“The Secret Barrister” by
Anonymous (a criminal
barrister) just as “This is
going to Hurt” destroys any
illusion we may have that
it is glamorous life being a
hospital doctor this book
puts paid to the rumour we

have the best justice system
in the world. Both these
books highlight systems at
breaking point.
Winter is a time for
reflection try : Leonard
Cohen’s “The Flame” is
a selection of poems and
lyrics with drawings
A
fascinating insight into a
creative mind.
Strike returns in “Lethal
White” by Robert Galbraith
aka J K Rowling a classic
crime story in which war
veteran turned private
detective solves murders
with the help of his
wonderful assistant Robin.
If bored during the holidays
earlier books have been
made into a BBC series
available on iplayer worth
watching.
Charles Cumming’s new spy
thriller “The Man Between”
is about a writer drawn
into the world of espionage.
Yet another example of an
outwardly looking glamorous
career failing to live up to
expectations. The author
is widely thought of as a
modern day John Le Carre.

For the cooks in your life
why not buy “Together Our
Community
Cookbook”.
This book tells the story
of a group of women who
came together to cook fresh
meals for their families
and neighbours after the
disaster that was Grenfell.
With a foreword by HRH
The Duchess of Sussex
the book is dedicated to
all those whose lives were
impacted by the fire at
Grenfell Tower, published
by a royal foundation, all
profits from the book will be
for the benefit of the Hubb
Community Kitchen, a
local community Kitchen in
West London. The book is a
melting pot of recipes from
all over the world.

Happy
Christmas
Reading...
Sally Osborn
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